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DAY "ZERO"

The President is missing and presumed kidnapped by persons with hostile intent towards the United States of America.

With these words, an adventure of global proportions and diabolic intrigue begins.

On June 6, 1966, in the smallest country in Europe the largest terrorist action ever conceived was flawlessly executed and within minutes the President and the leaders of ten nations of Europe were abducted.

Where they were taken, by whom, and whether they are safe, no one can say.

An unidentified voice on tape claiming responsibility and issuing a list of impossible demands is only the starting point in an investigation of unprecedented dimension.

The case of characters ranges from the most powerful figures in Washington to most dangerous figures in terrorism.

The Vice-President — He must take the helm at the most critical period in U.S. history, but does the real power rest with the White House Chief of Staff?

The Director of the C.I.A. — He planned the security for the meeting of the Heads of State. Was he criminally negligent or is there a traitor in his midst?

The Head of Libya's Secret Army — Is this charismatic and deadly man organizing all the world's terrorist groups into an invincible, invisible army capable of an act of this magnitude, or is there more than meets the eyes to this mysterious leader?

The Secretary of Defense — He wants full-scale military action now! But against who? And is he prepared to sacrifice the lives of all the hostages to act his vengeance?

The Secretary of State — He is not even a member of the President's inner circle, but it's his job to find the hostages before the world goes over the brink.

A special independent investigator is appointed by the Secretary to plow through the haystack of evidence and find the needle of truth.

You are the investigator. The world is in your hands.

Your Executive Commission:

1. Examine the dossiers.
2. Study the aerial and satellite photos.
3. Control eight field agents who can go undercover anywhere in the world.
4. Listen very carefully to the audio evidence tape to discover its secrets.
5. Decipher the coded messages that may hold the ultimate truth.
6. Monitor the events of a world crumbling into chaos.
7. Remember your independence. No one is above suspicion.
The Investigative Methodology

1. Study the official report on the abduction of the President of the United States found in the document files. Note the principals involved, the locations, and the timetables and equipment referred to. Look for discrepancies or weaknesses in the security system.

2. Open your case file and begin your report with your facts and conclusions regarding the official report and the events therein.

3. Listen to the acoustic intelligence collected on audio tape. Each piece of information may have significance relating to things already known or things yet to be discovered. It is a matter of preference whether the tape is studied in its entirety or each section is analyzed when thought to be pertinent. (A list of the material is found under audio files.)

4. Begin to examine the subject files. There are many and so you must decide whether to see only the files on persons that have been mentioned and wait until a name appears from another source before looking at their file, or you may, of course, examine as many files as you like and analyze the data therein looking for links, connections, personality traits and the importance of a subject's money, power or geographical location.

NOTE: Keep your case file updated. The distillation of the information that you put in there should be clearer than the totality found in the data files.

5. When you discover something you find to be of interest and you wish more information, assign a field agent to investigate. (Follow the guidelines set down in the S.I.S. manual for giving an order.)

6. Should you find a person or an address to be of particular interest or suspicion, you should then notify the State Department to detain and question the person officially or to investigate the address. (Remember that there are legal and international limits to the powers of the State Department.)

7. New information obtained from an agent or the State Department will usually contain further data to investigate. Use your agents liberally; they have very few legal or international limitations.

8. The most valuable information is found in coded form. All codes conform, in one configuration or another, to the deciphering tools available to you. While it can be time-consuming, do not be intimidated by an apparent complexity.

9. The photographic files are also a valuable source of insight. Look them over, do not overlook them.

10. Be aware that world events are proceeding outside and conditions everywhere are deteriorating quickly. If you can solve this crime, you will be saving more than the hostages.

11. GOOD LUCK. We're all counting on you.

Selwyn Connors
Secretary of State
THE WHITE HOUSE
EXECUTIVE ORDER
NO. 11130
APPOINTING A SPECIAL COMMISSION INVESTIGATOR TO
REPORT ON THE ABDUCTION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE
UNITED STATES

Pursuant to the authority vested in me as Vice President of the United States, I hereby appoint a Special Investigator to the Commission on Abduction and Terrorism. The duties, responsibilities, and powers assigned herein are to ascertain, evaluate, and report upon the facts relating to the abduction of the President of the United States of America. Under the authority of the Acting Commander in Chief, the Special Investigator shall have made available:

- Federal Data Bases
- Federal Agency Reports
- Official Government Documents
- Public and private Records
- Intelligence Organizations Files
- Cooperation of related investigating Agencies

The purpose of commissioning an independent and external Investigator is to examine evidence developed by established Intelligence Sources and evaluate the facts and circumstances surrounding the abduction of the President to determine the perpetrators of the offense, the location of the abductees, and the feasibility of rescue and recovery operations through objective analysis free of centralized administrative limitation.

The Investigator is further charged with the obligation to respond to this office and other members of the National Security Council when required by authorized officers.

The Special Investigator is hereby empowered to prescribe independent methods and procedures and to compel cooperation when deemed necessary.

All Executive departments and agencies are directed to furnish any assistance or materials the Special Investigator may request.

VICE PRESIDENT
ACTING COMMANDER IN CHIEF
PURPOSE AND METHODOLOGY

The duties of the Investigator as prescribed by the Executive Order are herein detailed. Examine the evidence compiled and made available to you and your staff, beginning with the Official Report on the abduction of the President and other executive officers of the nations of Europe. The report is filed under DOCUMENTS.

Analyze the methods, tactics, weapons, vehicles and personnel used by the perpetrators and evaluate their significance as conclusionary evidence.

Examine photographs of the attack site taken by aerial reconnaissance and security teams and determine the value of the details therein.

Listen to the Audio Evidence cassette and examine the transcripts of the material contained. Determine by careful and repeated examination what useful information can be obtained from this source.

Having been granted access to classified materials, use these resources to search for information concerning evidence, such as names, places, codewords, and other items that may have significance.

Coordinate the activities of persons that may have participated in any aspect of the events leading up to and following the abduction.

Use the Field Operatives to search for information that cannot be obtained from any other source at your disposal.

Take note of national and world events, as some public activities may have a bearing on the investigative process.

Maintain and update your case files as the investigation proceeds. These files will organize and place in perspective your research and facilitate a more efficient mode of operation. Also, the State Department and other official agencies will have access to these files and their contents will affect the decision-making process in formulating national policy and official response to events in this case.

The goal of the investigation is to expedite the recovery of the President and the other abductees safely and to bring those responsible for the offense to justice. The formal method used to this end is to reconstruct from the evidence the plan, execution and aftermath of the abduction and to reveal the identities of any and all persons involved directly or indirectly in the furtherance of this effort.
SIGN-ON PROCEDURES

Load the program from the cassette with the LOAD instruction. Following the Presidential Seal display, the Control Screen will appear. In the central work area of the Screen is a request to enter the day and time. On the initial loading of this program simply press RETURN to maintain the zero setting. Respond with a "Y" to the next prompt confirming the values set. The main program will then commence.

After operating the program for any period of time and before turning off the computer, it is IMPORTANT to enter the CLOSE command. When this is done a request to note the day and time appears. Write down the digits as they are displayed on the screen on a piece of paper, including all leading zeros. This procedure must be done each time the program is terminated.

On any substantial loading of the program enter the day and time values when requested that were previously written down. After all ten digits are entered the prompt to confirm the values appears. Respond accordingly. A negative answer will allow the values to be re-entered.

This procedure is required to ensure the proper and linear operation of the program throughout repeated sessions that will be necessary to complete the investigation. If the program is shutdown without noting the day and time then on next loading enter the most recent values available or, at least, enter the best possible estimation from memory. DO NOT enter a totally arbitrary or unrealistic value as this will seriously disrupt the efficiency of the program.
CASE FILES
To collect, collate, and analyze information in an organized manner the user must create Case files. One or more blank cassettes will be required to store the generated data. Request FILES from the Control Screen. Then select number 3, for CASE PENDING. You will be prompted to select an existing file or establish a new file. As a first action a New file will be created.

CONTROL SCREEN
The Control Screen is accessed after the security sign-on procedure is completed. Subsequently, return to Control by hitting the RESTORE key.
The top section of the screen is reserved for communication, inquiries, and bulletins. The status line displays the project name, code, and day and time. Below the status line is the work area.
The REQUEST: prompt indicates that the system is waiting for a command. The commands are:
  FILES — access to security and case files.
  AGENT — open a communication to a field operative.
  CODES — access the deciphering section.
  COMMS — open communications with authorities.
Enter a request and press RETURN.
Incoming communications include messages and reports from the State Department, C.I.A., F.B.I., the Justice Department, and others involved in the case. It also includes news bulletins to inform the investigator of ongoing national and world events relating to the investigation.
Another type of communication is reports from field operatives that are under the sole command of the investigator.

RETURN TO CONTROL FROM ANY DISPLAY BY HITTING THE RESTORE KEY

Incoming communications are signalled to the terminal operator by a blinking light at the top of the screen followed by a description of the source. To receive the message, press the F7 function key.

If the message is from one of the field operatives, press the F7 function key and the text of their report will be transmitted to the screen.
IMPORTANT: Each report will have a number.

THE TERMINAL MUST BE IN COMMAND MODE TO RECEIVE COMMUNICATIONS.
CASE FILE PROCESSOR

As the investigation proceeds, a large amount of information data is generated; such as items from other files, agent reports, and the Investigator's personal notes, ideas, and conclusions. The Processor is used to create and organize, store and retrieve this data. To access the Processor, request FILES and then CASE FILES.

A New file is begun by selecting number 2. New File. The program proceeds directly to the processor.

An existing file is retrieved by selecting number 1. Old File. You will be prompted to insert the proper cassette next and then press play on the tape. The file will load from cassette and then the program will proceed to the processor.

Text is entered on the Command line only. All keys function normally except the Up/Down cursor key that is used to scroll the entire text area. Enter a completed line with the RETURN key.

NOTE: Only uppercase characters are allowed. The insert function affects the Command line only.

When concluded working on a case file press the RUN/STOP key. If a printout of the entire file is desired answer "Y"es to the HARD COPY prompt. The print function operates with most Commodore compatible printers and interfaces.

Next, a cassette will be requested to save the file. Proceed normally to do so. If you do not want the file saved, press the RUN/STOP key again to return to the Control Screen. IMPORTANT: Do not use the RESTORE key to escape from cassette functions. The Commodore cassette process will not allow this.

RETURN TO CONTROL FROM ANY DISPLAY BY HITTING THE RESTORE KEY

FILES

Upon request of FILES from the Control screen a list will be displayed:
1. Photographic
2. Confidential
3. Case Pending
Select the type of file by number.
SPECIAL FILE TYPES

Photographic files include the photo and a text description. These are toggled between using the F1 function key. Additionally there is a magnify function that enables close up scanning of the photo. This is turned on or off using the F3 function key. A joystick in port 2 is required to scan the image.

Case files are generated by the Investigator and are discussed elsewhere.

Confidential files have code names and cannot be accessed directly.

Special security clearance is required that can only be granted by the President or, in his absence, the Director of the C.I.A.

Any attempt to override these security measures by deciphering the code is a Federal offense and carries the maximum penalties allowed by law.

AGENT

The Investigator has at their disposal eight field operatives. They can be assigned individually to collect intelligence anywhere in the world as the investigation requires. They are trained, experienced people and are directed by the highest authority to carry out the orders of the Investigator, forgoing any allegiance or association with any other department, agency, or person.

They are covert operatives and are empowered only to investigate. They cannot arrest, detain, or otherwise interact confrontationally with anyone without compromising their own security positions.

Upon REQUEST of AGENT a list of the codenames will be displayed. Select an agent by number and a communication channel to that agent will be established via the Pyramider satellite network. When prompted, enter an order to the agent.

RETURN TO CONTROL FROM ANY DISPLAY BY HITTING THE RESTORE KEY

The nature and structure of the order must be very specific and must fall within the category of a Person, Place or Thing. If it is a person that is to be investigated the order must be the full name of the person and nothing else. Partial or incomplete names will reduce the viability of the agent’s efforts.

If it is a place then it must be a single specific location. If it is a house, apartment, or building then an address should be given in the form of number, street, city (ex. 1499 CARLSON, LONDON) (Do not space near the comma.) If the place is a name, such as CLARINGTON HOTEL, then enter the name exactly as you find it in your source.

A thing must also be specific and not general, like CAR or BOAT. However this category is difficult to predict or confine. Therefore, only experimentation will guide the Investigator here. The best guideline is the source of the item. If it is found in a file, write it as found. If it is something in a picture or in the Audio File then the form is at the discretion of the Investigator.

When the order is typed to satisfaction, press RETURN. The order will be acknowledged.

The time required for an agent to complete the investigation varies considerably depending on the nature of the subject. The agent, once assigned, can be recalled and reassigned. The list of agents will show if they are currently on assignment or not.
COMMS

In addition to responding to inquiries, the Investigator can communicate requests to the State Department through the Security Supervisor. Upon REQUEST or COMMS will be displayed the two types of requests that may be submitted.

1. DETAIN AND QUESTION SUSPECT
2. CAPTURE AND SECURE PREMISES

Select the request by number. If a suspect is to be detained, enter the suspect's full name and press RETURN. A report will be filed with the Investigator's office upon completion of the action.

If a location is to be secured by force, enter the address in the form of number, street, city and press RETURN. A report will be filed upon completion of the action.

NOTE: Follow the guidelines set down in the AGENT section as to the entry of names and addresses.

RETURN TO CONTROL FROM ANY DISPLAY BY HITTING THE RESTORE KEY
INCOMING REPORTS
Once an AGENT or STATE request has been made, response to the request will be forthcoming. The incoming report will be signalled by the appropriate light flashing on the screen. Answer the call by pressing the F7 function key.
The form of the report will be a report number, a subject and a list of words or phrase segments.
The number corresponds to the numbered Agent or State files found in the manual. The subject and the string segments following fill the blank spaces in these files thus producing a completed report on the subject. The order of words in the report are the order they fit into the blanked file. Words separated by a slash (/) are considered separated segments.

C.A.D. REPORTS
When Agent or State reports come in some of them will contain coded material. This material will be accompanied by a C.A.D. file number. Upon requesting CODES from the Control screen, four decoding options are provided. If you wish to send the coded material to the Deciphering Department select number 4. At this point you will be asked for the C.A.D. file number. Enter the number found in the report. If this is a valid file number the request will be acknowledged. The analysis will follow in due course as a State Report. This Report will be complete on screen and does not correspond to any file in the manual.

RETURN TO CONTROL FROM ANY DISPLAY BY HITTING THE RESTORE KEY
CODES

Some intelligence that is gathered during the course of the investigation may be in code. The type of code used is unpredictable. There are two possible modes of response to this circumstance.

The first is to send the material to the CAD (Cryptographic Analysis and Deciphering) Section at Langley. A report of their findings will be filed upon completion of the analysis.

The alternative to this is for the investigator to attempt to decode the material. To this end, a limited set of decoding tools are made available at the terminal. The system is not comparable with the CAD facilities but insight, ingenuity and immediate response may compensate.

The decoding program is user-instructive, prompting the operator to enter data and parameters as needed. The material to be decoded is entered on the screen in the manner of the Case File processor. Only the amount that can fit within the screen work space is acted upon.

When the material is on the screen as desired, press the F7 function key to begin the deciphering process. When prompted, enter the parameter as described and press RETURN. If the particular parameter is not required then press the N key and the instruction will be bypassed. As each parameter is requested, enter the data and RETURN or N as necessary. After all prompts are answered, the material will be acted upon and the result will be displayed on the screen.

At this point, the decoding process may be repeated or restarted.

To repeat is to act upon the new material that was generated by the previous attempt. If this is desired, simply begin answering the prompts once more as before.

To restart is to restore the material to its original form and begin the process over again. Press F7 to accomplish this action.

Any combination of parameters may be tried during one pass. With some simple codes only one parameter is necessary. With others, more complicated combinations will be needed. The most sophisticated codes will require more than one pass using a different combination of parameters each time. Although much of this work is, by nature, trial and error, some insight into the structure of a code may become apparent as different methods are tried. Also, coded material from similar sources may have similar keys. This would only be known to the experienced investigator and is one of the advantages over sending the Intelligence out to CAD.
THE WHITE HOUSE  
June 13, 1996

SENSITIVE COMPARTMENTED INFORMATION  
NONDISCLOSURE AGREEMENT

An Agreement Between _____________________ and the United States  
Intended to be legally bound. I hereby accept the obligations contained in this  
Agreement in consideration of my being granted access to information  
protected within Special Access Programs, hereafter referred to in this  
Agreement as Sensitive Compartmented Information. I am advised that  
Sensitive Compartmented Information involves or derives from intelligence  
sources or methods and is classified or classifiable under the standards of  
Executive Order 12356 or other Executive order or statute. I understand and  
accept that by being granted access to Sensitive Compartmented Information  
special confidence and trust shall be placed in me by the United States  
Government.

I am advised that direct or indirect unauthorized disclosure, unauthorized  
retention, or negligent handling of Sensitive Compartmented Information by  
me could cause irreparable injury to the United States or be used to  
advantage by a foreign nation. I hereby agree that I will never divulge such  
information to anyone who is not authorized to receive it without prior written  
authorization from the United States Government department or agency  
(hereinafter Department or Agency) that last authorized my access to  
Sensitive Compartmented Information. I further understand that I am  
obligated by law or statute not to disclose any classified information in an  
unauthorized fashion.

I make this Agreement without mental reservation or purpose of evasion.

__________________________

On this date ____________________________

SECURITY SUPERVISOR

FORM  
WH 3171-4  
92MAR

William H. Sullens
U.S. DISTRICT COURT
WASHINGTON, D.C.

TO: THE SPECIAL INVESTIGATOR
The Second Phase of THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING now begins.

Having completed your assignment regarding the kidnapping of the President of the United States and further having identified all persons who were involved in the perpetration of this crime, the process of criminal indictment, prosecution and possible conviction commences. It is now your responsibility to provide a list of known suspects and those others involved in the plot, along with the evidence you have obtained leading to their arrest. The thoroughness and accuracy of your investigation will determine the court's verdict and sentence. Upon receipt of this material, along with a self-addressed stamped envelope, at the address listed below, you will be notified as to the outcome of this case based upon the validity of your evidence.

Judge Ernest N. Thurow

Mail to: Special Prosecutor
Cosmi Corporation
431 No. Figueroa St.
Wilmington, CA 90744

Mail to: Special Prosecutor
MicroProse Software Ltd
2, Market Place, Tetbury
Glos. U.K. GL8 8DA
“THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING CASE FILES”
"THE PRESIDENT IS MISSING CASE FILES"

LIST OF TERRORIST GROUPS
Babar Rash – India. Communist
Combatant Cell – Belgium. Socialist
Mideast Revolutionary Front Action
Direc’t – France. Euskadi Tatak
Askatasuna – Spain. Abundo Marti
National Liberation Front. Fatah
Revolutionary Council – Palestine.
Arab Revolutionary Brigade – Iran.
Organization of Socialist Moslems
Hezbollah – Lebanon. Irish
Republican Army – Ireland.
Lebanese Armed Revolutionary
Faction. Liberation Tigers of Tamil
Eelam. Palestine Liberation Front.
Palestine Liberation Organization.
Red Brigade – Italy. Red Army
Faction – West Germany. Sans
Gullottic Factionaries – Luxemborg.
Al Assasa – Unknown.

HARVARD LAMPOON NEWS ITEM
Harvard Lampoon Article 1933
The dedication of a statue of
newly inaugurated President
Robert J. Matton was held today in
front of the Therion Society
Building. The society was founded
by law school Alumni Matton in 1975
as an off campus honors club. Since
then the roster of members has
been very impressive, reflecting the
level of scholastic and life
achievement of its founding
member. Members have included
Secretary of Defense Cadwallader,
Secretary of the Treasury
Schatzman, Chief of Staff of the
White House Andrew Woodhouse
and other notables.

The Therion Society has
celebrated an annual reunion since
its creation that has always been
chaired by businessman then
Senator Matton. It is hoped that
even though Mr. Matton is now
President Matton that this tradition
will not be abandoned.

AUSTRIAN PASSPORT CHECK
Austrian Police – List of aliens that
entering Austria between June 1
and 5.
June 1
Silva, Alfredo – Italy
Velasco, Bernardo – Spain

June 2
Dexter, Eure – Germany
Doubaba, Maftov – Algeria
Ewart, Trevor – England

June 3
Christi, Charles – Ireland
Ritchi, Stanley – U.S.A.
Cray, Derrick – U.S.A.

CODENAMES
CIA – Terrorist Code Designations
Bayd Madroub – Chimera
Assabi Fakiha – Medusa
Papel Cortar – Unicorn
Yashim Gamal – Hydra
Cepillo De Dientes – Pegasus
Shammam Sadr – Siren
Hilde Topel – Gorgon
Muavais Haleine – Cerberus
Nat Christi – Roc
Darm Bewegung – Minotaur
Kehle Schneider – Harpi
Kabid Wa Basala – Sphinx
Zoltan Karpathy – Python
Siggada Tagir – Cyclops
Wilmer Cook – Gnome
Qatzir Tsouban – Griffin
Farigh Tabdidi Salla – Phoenix
Saghir Shamal Ragoul – Fury
Vide Baignoire – Troll
Dieb Bosewicht – Ogre
Alberm Gotzenopfer – Centaur
Harold Powell – Banshee
June 4
Harada, Jun – Taiwan
Gratzke, Thomas – Malta
Schritt, Ian – U.S.A.
Bodreau, Monique – France

June 5
Joslin, Peter – Sweden
Vogel, Todd – U.S.A.
Mueller, Karen – Germany
Faraci, Carmelo – Italy

WEAPONS LIST
CIA – Terrorist Weapons – History
Vaime Mk2 sniper rifle No. 8923R
confiscated during raid on Fatah
hideout in Turkey.
F.N. MAG58 machine gun No.
31147M taken from a member of
Action Directe killed during a bank
robbery in Paris.
Aries 9mm F.M.G. submachine gun
No. 243R taken from unknown
terrorist killed during attack on U.S.
Embassy, Italy.
UZI 9mm machine pistol No. 1774P
taken from murdered Mossad agent
in Tripoli. Suspected Saghir Ragouli.
WZ63 45CAL. machine pistol No.
46574T taken from member of Red
Brigade killed during kidnap
attempt, Frankfurt.
Luger 9mm Special S Automatic
No. 652V taken from police officer
killed in shoot out S.S.S. members,
Belgium.

ORDER FOR ARMY EQUIPMENT
By Order of General Walter Dagon,
JCS
To U.S. Army 202nd Air Cavalry 7th
Army Corp 8th Mech. Division
eastern command HQ army base
Turkey.
The following materials will be
made ready for C17 transport to
European central command HQ,
Munich, Germany by 14:00 hours
June 4, 1996 as part of the field
problem exercise commencing at
09:00 hours June 5 sector 29.

1. Two Jeeps – No. 88JC7/No. 88JC5
2. Fifteen cases of H12 field rations
3. Three UH1D helicopters – No.
   22D1T/
   No. 11 Cot/No. 11F1T
4. Thirty boxes MDL 590 magazines
   – Milspec 3443E
   General Chester Giles
   Commanding, CCHG, Munich

SEE INVESTIGATION REPORT
Confidential Investigation Report
Securities and Exchange
Commission.
Re: Mulroney, Edwin New York
City.
An investigation of Mr. Mulroney, a
prominent market analyst and
investment counselor was
prompted by reliable sources
reporting to the S.E.C. certain
anomalies in private account
transactions with overseas banks
including Swiss numbered
accounts.
Further investigation indicated a
possible connection between Mr.
Mulroney and Mr. Joel Arron
Schatzman, currently the secretary
of the treasury and one time
partner of Mr. Mulroney. There is
some evidence that secretary
Schatzman utilized the services of
Mr. Mulroney in some official U.S.
gold buying operations and that
some funds may have been diverted
to foreign accounts without official
federal sanction.

DEDICATION AT THE UN
January 1996 – New York
A special ceremony was held
today at the United Nations Building
for a new scientific research ship.
The vessel has been christened
“Geocceanus”. With research teams
from dozens of countries sharing
the ultra-modern facilities onboard,
the “Geocceanus”, also called the
UN1, will travel the oceans of the
world throughout this geophysical year.
Some of the projects planned for this spring and summer include mapping the floor of the Indian Ocean to trace currents that may be changing the duration of the monsoon season; and a survey of the richest archaeological area on earth, the Mediterranean.

1
Official Report of the Abduction of the President of the United States.
On June 6, 1996, President Robert J. Matton conducted a confidential meeting with ten European heads of state in the Principality of Liechtenstein. The site of the meeting was the Royal Summer Estate, also known as the Rotes House.
The meeting was arranged with the European leaders by the President during the two months preceding the economic summit conference in Zurich, Switzerland that all members of the Commonwealth and the President would attend.
For security reasons, the exact time and place of the meeting was not made known to the members until June 6, one hour before transportation by Swiss army and secret service personnel was ready.
Each member was notified personally by a Secret Service agent and taken to the helicopter that would fly to the site in Liechtenstein, 50 miles East.

2
Security in Liechtenstein was a joint Swiss/American operation supervised on site by Chris Inatt, Secret Service Chief. Security arrangements with the governments of the other dignitaries was coordinated by the State Department and the operational design was headed by CIA Director Hugh Malin. Swiss army personnel provided perimeter surveillance on the ground and air cover in UH1N Bell helicopters with secret service supervision. Ground personnel on site was made up of secret service, CIA, and European security personnel.
The President arrived at the site at 4:30 by helicopter. The other members had all assembled by 5:30. Security groups arrived throughout the day by helicopter. The meeting commenced at 5:40.

3
At 5:52, a UH1D Bell helicopter with no identifying markings approached the site. Communications received a request for clearance. The security procedure was observed and the pilot of the helicopter radioed back the correct code word "Darkstar". The difference in the helicopter make was not noted as all aircraft was provided by the Swiss.
Chief Inatt approved the clearance and the helicopter continued the approach. As it neared the touchdown pad, the US1D fired a salvo of rockets at the ground. The rockets did not hit the main building or ground personnel. Analysis showed later that the explosion of the rockets released CC27 gas, a disabling compound thought to be used by soviet troops while in Afganistan. Ground forces returned fire but succumbed to the gas very quickly.
Reports from Swiss troops outside the attack area indicate that two additional helicopters approached the site almost immediately after the first helicopter opened fire. They also fired rocket-launch gas bombs around the site and shell fragments later revealed that at least two rockets detonated inside the building, approximately 30 yards away from the conference room.

It is presumed that the CG27 gas flooded the rooms rendering the members of the meeting unconscious.

When air security helicopters arrived at the site at 5:56 they were fired upon by machine gun. A secret service agent was mortally wounded.

The site was engulfed in smoke and visibility was poor. Some pilots began to feel the effects of the gas and withdrew before losing control of the craft.

Perimeter security personnel arrived at the site at 5:58. The gas had begun to dissipate but close approach was not possible until 6:03. Reports indicate that two helicopters were on the ground near the building for about 3 minutes.

It is speculated that because of the capacity of a UH1D that all three must have landed at some point to take the hostages on board.

At 5:59 the suspect helicopters left the site at high speed in different directions. Swiss aircraft had been approaching the site as the gas weakened and made contact. However, the confusion caused by the similarity of helicopters added to by conflicting radio transmissions between the Swiss and the suspect craft prevented confrontation. The radio voices were said to sound American and identified themselves as secret service or CIA agents to confuse the pursuers.

Subsequent analysis of satellite and surveillance coverage of the area show three suspect helicopters flying south from the site on different courses.

The trails began to converge above Northern Italy at approximately 6:30 and dropped below detection level just north of Venice, on the coast of the Adriatic Sea.

At 6:04, Swiss ground and air forces approached the site of the abduction. Dozens of security people were still unconscious on the ground. The building could not be entered until additional supplies arrived at 6:25 because the CG27 gas was trapped inside.

When the conference room was finally entered they discovered chairs over, papers scattered and items knocked from the walls by the vibration of explosion. All of the attending members were gone.

Official List of Abductees
The United States –
  President Robert Julian Matton
The United Kingdom
  Prime Minister Daniel Dravot
France –
  President Yves Gaston Grenoville
Belgium –
  Premier Henri Tindemans
Denmark –
  Premier Niels Toftlund
Federal Republic of Germany –
  Chancellor Ernst Karl Frahm
Italy –
  President Marcello Polletti
Ireland –
  Prime Minister Mathew Doonan
Luxemborg –
   Premier Pierre Lutzelburg
The Netherlands –
   Prime Minister Joop Otterloo
Greece –
   President Demetrios Synodinos

ORDER FOR NATO EXERCISE
NO (8)
Military Confidential – The Pentagon
Pursuant to these orders issued on
this day of May 28, 1996 by the Joint
   Chiefs of Staff, The Pentagon,
   Washington, D.C.

Military manoeuvres will be
conducted by elements of the 41st
infantry 7th army European central
command headquarters Munich,
West Germany.

The units specified in
accompanying orders will conduct
a field problem exercise in sectors
23, 24, 27, and 32. The 41st will link up
with the 21st infantry engineers and
the 401st air cavalry.

Communications and supply lines
will be established at points
specified in accompanying
operational orders. This exercise
will begin 8:00 am, June 5 and
terminate 6:00 pm June 7.

Orders implemented and signed by
General Walter Dagon, J.C.S.
The Pentagon – Washington, D.C.

ORDER FOR SPECIAL MEETING
NO (9)
For Administrative use only
   Executive Order No. 513342

A special confidential meeting with
the heads of the European
Common Market during the
Economic Summit Conference in
Zurich, Switzerland.

Through the auspices of the State
Department, diplomatic

negotiations will be instigated with
the offices of the European Heads
of States listed in the addendum 4B.
The subject of these negotiations
will be a separate meeting with the
President of the United States at a
currently undisclosed location
within 50 miles of Zurich. The
subject of this special conference is
of vital importance to all the
concerned nations. The specifics
involved will be a matter between
the President and the attendees. It
is paramount that all the dignitaries
listed in the addendum be in
attendance.

Terrorist Organizations 1970 - 1996
Armenian Secret Army – Turkey
Insurrectionary Phalanges – Finland
April 10th Movement.
Amal, Houbalal
Syrian Secret Service – Damascus
5’10”/170lb/Bk/Hk
Born Aug. 6, 1949, Damascus, Syria.
Scar over right eye.

Ragoul, Saghir
Shahal – Assassin
6’2”/165lb/Bk/Bn
Born Dec. 18, 1961, Damascus, Syria.

National University of Tehran in 1966, Moscow University in 1969, joined the Syrian army in 1971 as officer of overseas Saika, Syrian guerilla force. Made Head of The Secret Service and Commander of The Presidential Palace Guard Division of Defense Companies in 1978. “The most feared man in Syria”. His control is marked by ruthless suppression of religious sects and assassination of enemies of the regime anywhere in the world. Supports pro-Iranian Hezbollah, the Larf and popular Syrian party in Lebanon. Close Soviet ties and KGB assistance. 1995, Amal denounced the President of the US at the Arab Conference. Outside Iran, he is the most potent Anti-American force in the Middle East.

Commander of Foreign Operations Unit of Saika, Syrian guerilla force. The unit is an assassination squad under the direct command of Amal, head of The Secret Service. Ragoul joined the army in 1978 and served in Lebanon during the Syrian intervention 1980–81, attached to Saika 1982, sent to the terrorist training centre, Karlovi Vary, in Czechoslovakia there associated with the members of PLO and European groups. The first assignment was the assassination of Yasna Salan, a moderate Syrian who advocated recognition of Israel, implicated in death of US military attache, Israeli diplomat and a British Officer of the UN Peacekeeping Force. Several other deaths attributed personally to Ragoul.
Banner, William
Attorney at Law – Washington DC
5'10"/165lb/Brn/Brn

Berger, Jerry
Attorney General – Washington DC
5'8"/180lb/Brn/Brn

Son of Congressman Phillip Banner (D-MD) graduated university of Maryland 1982, graduated Harvard Law School 1985. Joined the law firm of Sander, Sander and Dawes as full partner 1985. Specialized in tax and corporate law. Left the firm to take position as legal counsel on tax and business matters for Hatton Industries. (Hatton Industries is the family business of President Robert Hatton.)

Bodreau, Monique
French Agent DST – Vienna, Austria.
5’5”/110lb/Brn/Blu
Born Aug. 20, 1964, Buzancais,
France. Mole behind right ear.

Cadwallader, Drake
Sec. of Defense – Washington DC
5’10”/190lb/Brn/Brn
Born Dec. 30, 1941, San Diego, Cal.
Appendix scar, Abdomen.

Attended the Sorbonne 1984–1987, involved in some political groups and participated in anti-nuclear demonstrations, highly intelligent and an excellent student. She was dismissed from the university for acts of vandalism. Met Claude Drous, a DST agent in 1988 and began a personal relationship. Drous recruited her into the intelligence service in 1989. Received extensive training in defence, weapons and anti-terrorist tactics. Sent to Vienna in 1991 to establish a liaison with Otto Damonkleiner suspected of supplying money and arms to West German terrorists. Became Damonkleiner's mistress and has been collecting information to the present.

Christie, Nat
Terrorist – Northern Ireland
6'4"/230lb/Brn/Grn
Born 1959, Londonderry, N. Ireland.
Body scars from police torture.

Poor family, limited education.
Father killed in communal riots in
Londonderry. Arrested during mob
violence in 1978. Served two years in
British prison. Upon release he was
recruited by the provincial wing
(provost) of the IRA. Believed to
have been trained at Dupov, an East
European KGB sponsored terrorist
camp. May have gone to Libya and
South Yemen to procure weapons.
Reappeared in Ulster 1982. Linked to
many bombings and murders.
Participated in failed assassination
attempt of the British Prime
Minister in 1988. Whereabouts
unknown. May have fled to Middle
East.

Connors, Selwyn
Secretary of State – Washington DC
5'9"/155lb/Gry/Brn. Born Feb 1,
1938, Tacoma, Washington.
Mole on neck, scar on right knee.

Washington State University 1958–
62, graduate of Hastings College of
Law, San Francisco, 1965. Joined the
firm of Dunnich, Heyers, Fine and
Bradley 1966. Elected Municipal
Court Judge 1971. Appointed to
Superior Court of California in 1978.
Appointed to the US Circuit Court
of Appeals 1982. Resigned from
the Court in 1986 to run for
Congressman from his home
district. Won election in 1986. Served
two terms in the house. Joined the
Hatton Presidential campaign in
1992 and appointed Secretary of
State in 1993.
Dagon, Walter  
Joint Chief of Staff – Washington DC  
Steel pin in right arm from fracture.

Fouche, Joseph  
Mercenary Soldier – Paris, France  
6’1”/175lb/Blk/Brn. Born Nov. 6, 1947, Singapore, Malaysia.  
Two bullet scars and shrapnel scars.

Graduate of West Point Military Academy 1960. Career Army Office.  
Appointed to the Office of the Joint Chief of Staff, The Pentagon, 1993.

Father was French Army Officer in Malaysia. Fouche joined the army in 1962 and was attached to French Intelligence because of his knowledge of the Far East.  
Operated covertly in Thailand and Cambodia and assisted American advisors in Vietnam. Involved in Joint US French Intelligence operation in Vietnam and Cambodia 1967–70. Disappeared in North Vietnam 1970 on CIA classified mission. Emerged in 1975 in Hong Kong. Speculation that Fouche penetrated mainland China as CIA Agent or that he may have defected. Appears to be sold for fortune, has been identified in Angola, Lebanon, Turkey and Israel between 1975 and 1989. Current whereabouts are unknown.
Camal, Yashim  
Terrorist – Lebanese  
6'4''/235lb/Bk/Bn  
Multiple scars and bullet wounds.

Giles, Chester – Commander Central  
HQ – West Germany  
6'0''/185lb/Red/Haz.  
Born Feb 18, 1945, Lansing, Michigan.  
Shrapnel scars on left side of torso.

1982 Camal was forced to join the  
Shiite Militia during the invasion of  
Lebanon by Israel at the age of  
Fifteen. Fought with Militia for  
control of West Beirut against the  
Sunnis in 1985. Continued  
throughout the eighties to fight a  
guerilla war against the Israelis and  
the Christian Militia in the South.  
Trained at the Iranian supported  
Abdullah Military barracks at  
Baalbeck in 1987. Tentatively  
identified during the hijack and  
explosion of a US airliner at Beirut  
airport. Arrested in Paris smuggling  
in explosives in 1991. Released in a  
secret hostage trade deal. Presently  
thought to be still in Europe and  
active, described as slow-witted but  
very dangerous.

Enlisted 1961, posted 7th Army  
Corps HQ, W. Germany. Served in  
Vietnam 1964. Special forces  
training and Officer Candidate  
School 1965. Returned to Vietnam as  
Captain in Commando Unit.  
Further training in tactics and  
promoted Captain attached to  
classified unit in Vietnam in 1968.  
Decorated four times including  
Purple Heart and Silver Star. 1974  
assigned as Staff Officer, NATO HQ,  
under General Dagon, Rank of Major.  
Made Personal Assistant to General  
Dagon and promoted to Colonel  
1975. Remained with the General  
thru 1983. Returned to Europe as  
NATO Liaison Officer. Promoted to  
Lt. General by General Dagon and  
given Command of European  
Central HQ, Munich in 1989.
Damonkeiner, Otto  
Industrialist – Salzburg, Austria  
5'8"/170lb/Cry/Brn  
Born Aug. 7, 1929, Vienna, Austria.  
No distinguishing marks.

Daresay, Mark  
Dep. Director CIA – Washington DC  
5'9"/175lb/Brn/Brn  


Graduate of Cornell University 1978.  
Emporos, Toufeki
Arms Merchant - no fixed residence
5'11"/165lb/Blk/Brn
Born Nov. 27, 1943, Isle of Crete
No distinguishing marks.

Gotzenopfer, Albern
Terrorist – Munich, W. Germany
5'8"/160lb/Brn/Blu. Born May 5, 1968,
Bremerhaven, W. Germany.
No distinguishing marks.

Greek father, Turkish mother. Father was a gun maker before the war.
Smuggled guns to the Greek Partisans. Executed by the Nazis.
Emporos lives in hotel rooms from England to Arabia, deals in all types of armaments and will sell to anyone except Germans. No apparent political or national ties, supply sources virtually invisible. Huge network of employees suspected but not traceable. Can supply anything from hand guns to transport planes to any port. Has done business with CIA in supplying arms to unofficially US backed rebels, also sells to Marxist and terrorist groups. Has been source of Middle East intelligence.

University of Hamburg, 1985. Activist and leader in reactionary politics. Involved in anti-nuclear and radical environment demonstrations. Met Kehle Schneider, from a wealthy German family. With Schneider money, Gotzenopfer began organizing anarchist elements and planning increasingly violent activities. Left the University in 1988 and founded the Liberation insurgence Cadre, a leftist group calling for the dissolution of NATO, began bombings of government buildings. Claimed responsibility of car bombing at NATO HQ in Brussels, 1993. Staged bank robberies and kidnappings. May be funded by Otto Darmokleiner who is currently involved with Kehle Schneider, Albern's devoted girlfriend.
Inatt, Chris
Secret Service – Washington, DC
6’1”/195lb/Brn/Grn
Born Aug. 10, 1958, Scranton, Penn.
Tattoo on right shoulder.


Khalb, Khabir Sayyi
Iranian Official – Tehran, Iran
6’1”/190lb/Blk/Brn
Born April 15, 1944, Isfahan, Iran
No distinguishing marks.

Son of wealthy family 1964–68 attended Yale University. Political Science Maj. Graduate studies at Esfahan University of Iran 1972. Professor at Tehran University 1974. Politically left and a Islamic Fundamentalist he organized student demonstrations against the Shah. Probably instrumental in the student takeover of US Embassy in 1979. Elected to the Consultative Assembly 1980 and contributed to the creation of an Islamic State. Official position is a member of the Islamic Council for Europe but thought to be Director of Iranian Revolutionary Guards – Special Branch, in charge of Foreign Covert Operations and Terrorist Strategies.
Halak, Kashal
Hossad Agent – Tel Aviv, Israel

Halin, Hugh
Director of CIA, Washington, DC
6’3”/180lb/Bld/Brn
Born Aug. 9, 1950, Rapid City, S.D.
Small toe missing on left foot.

Commander Israeli Intelligence, father killed in six day war 1967. Mother living in Tel Aviv. Recruited by the JDL in 1976. Involved in several covert operations throughout the Middle East. Joined the army 1981. Served in Beirut and the Gaza Strip recruited by Mossad 1985. Became anti terrorist specialist involved in many operations against PLO, Syrian and European terrorist groups. Considered foremost expert on terrorist activities in the Mediterranean. Dedicated Zionist and Advocate of Israeli expansion. Personally killed over twenty suspected terrorists and has been wounded multiple times.

Hatton, Robert
Julian-President - Washington, DC
6'3"/190lb/Blk/Blk
Born June 6, 1946, Ajaccio, Corsica
Scar on forehead combat wound.

Hedoyed, Krasni
Diplomat - Soviet Embassy, DC
5'11"/210lb/Brn/Brn
Born Jan. 14, 1937, Petrovsk, USSR
2 fingers missing left hand.

Father General Joseph Thomas
Hatton, North African command, WW2. General Hatton married
Maria Scialcallo in Rome 1945. Son
Robert born at the military hospital in Corsica. Raised in the Middle East
till age eight. Family home
Providence, R.I. West Point
graduate 1968. Special forces
training. Attached to Military
Intelligence. Service in Vietnam
1969-71, Special Unit. Honorable
discharge 1973, rank of Major.
Enrolled Harvard Law graduated top
of the class '77 with Honors. Law Practice 1977-79. Control of family
Elected to the House 1982. Elected
1990 Campaigned for Democratic
Presidency, carried all States.
Inaugurated 1993.

Father Sergei Hedoyed, hero of the
Siege of Moscow. Mother, Sister
died in the war. Child rescued by
Soviet Army Commanded by
Kruschev. Lost 2 fingers from Frostbite. Joined army 1955. Discharged
1960. Rank of Sergeant, Kiev Police
Force 1960-63. Called to Moscow by
Col. Karalyeva, KGB. Father's army
CO personally trained by Karalyeva.
Posted as Assistant Secretary to W.
Berlin Ambassador. Exposed
Ambassador as leak to British MI5.
Promoted to Security Chief, Paris
Embassy. Developed extensive
network of agents in Europe.
Gathered much intelligence on
NATO forces. Disappeared 1973,
possible South American deep
cover. 1984 emerged as KGB Officer
at the Embassy in Mexico. 1986
posted Washington DC Embassy.
Moran, Sebastian  
Colonel US Army – Washington, DC  
6'0"/185lb/Bik/Blu  
Born March 5, 1947, Salt Lake City, Utah. Shrapnel scar on right thigh.

Mulroney, Edwin  
Professor/Finance, New York City, NY. 5'11"/230lb/Brn/Grn  
Born Nov. 1, 1938, Claremont, NH. Hole on right ear lobe.


Ritchi, Stan
Occupation unknown – Location unknown. 5'9"/175 lb/Brn/Brn
Born June 21, 1948, Bruneau, Idaho
Birthmark on left shoulder.

Schatzhan, Joel A
Sec. of Treasury – Washington DC
5'6"/140 lb/Brn/Brn
Born March 18, 1952, Newark, New Jersey. No distinguishing marks.

High school dropout 1965, three juvenile arrests 1963–1967. Drafted
helicopter and five men out of enemy territory after the pilot had
been wounded. No previous flying experience. Volunteered for flight
training and promoted to Sergeant.
Rescued by covert action group operating in the north and awarded
the Purple Heart and Bronze Star. Honorable discharge 1971. No
employment record 1971–73.
Repairman, Hadley Helicopters, Colorado 1974. Fired for
unauthorized use of a helicopter, convicted of assault and burglary
1975. Served 6 years.

Graduate of Princeton University
1974, graduate of Harvard Law School 1977. Joined the firm of
Post graduate studies in Tax Law,
Georgetown University 1978.
1982 join Mulroney in forming
Mulroney, Schatzman & White,
financial group influential in
Government Monetary Policies and
Planning. 1987 became General
Counsel for Federal Reserve Board.
1991 joined the Hatton campaign as
financial advisor. Appointed
Secretary of the Treasury 1993 by
President Hatton.
Schritt, Ian
Unemployed – Monroe, Louisiana
5'9"/175lb/Blk/Blu
Born March 1, 1945, Monroe, Louisiana. No distinguishing marks.


Schneider, Kehle
Terrorist – Munich, W. Germany

Heir to the Schneider Chemical Industries fortune. Apparently estranged from the family since leaving the university. Attended Hamburg University 1987. Made associations with radical political groups and the anti-nuclear extremists. Began relationship romantically and as an activist with Albern Gotzenopfer, founder of the Liberation Insurgence Cadre, a criminal and terrorist group thought to have funded Albern’s goals with family money, may still have financial resources from there. 1933, contrived to become involved with millionaire Otto Damonkleiner, Austria. Sexual relationship likely to be solely to get Damonkleiner for Gotzenopfer, who Kehle is devoted to.
Shah, Raymond
Investigator – Richmond, Virginia
5’11”/180lb/Blk/Grn
Born April 21, 1957, Mansfield, Ohio
Bullet wound on right leg.


Staud, Granger
Vice President – Washington, DC
6’0”/180lb/Bld/Grn
Born May 3, 1940, Harrisburg, Penn.
No distinguishing marks.

Styles, Joseph  
US Senator (D-NEB) – Washington, DC. 6'2"/170lb/Bld/Brn  
Born July 2, 1949, Lincoln, Nebraska.  
No distinguishing marks.

Tagir, Siccada  
Aka-Gazzar, Charib – Location unknown. 5'9"/195lb/Blk/Blu  
Born 1968, Gaza, West Israel  
Burn mark on face and arms.


Parents Palestinian refugees living at an arab refugee centre in Gaza. In 1985, Tagir travelled to Cairo and joined the Moslem Shariextremists. Arrested during widespread rioting and expelled to Syria 1986. There he joined with Fatah Revolutionary Council, the military arm of the PLO. Trained at the Syrian terrorist camp in the Bekaa Valley, Lebanon. 1988 he was attached to PFLP special command under Santiago/Arkady Rojas Cuadrado European terrorist section. Suspected in bombings of several European synagogues and a US Army Dependent Housing Centre in Nuremberg. Captured during an abortive cruise ship hijacking near Rome but escaped. Recently seen in Libya.
Tanna, Douglas
Dep. Sec. of State – Washington, DC
6'3"/195lb/Brn/Blu

Tsouban, Qatzir
Terrorist leader – Tripoli, Libya
5'10"/180lb/Bk/Bk


Father was member of a Libyan financed rebel group in Chad. Family moved to Tripoli 1978. Father later rose to General Secretariat of the Peoples Congress. Tsouban sent to Oxford 1981. Earns Graduate Degree in Middle East studies 1987. Returns to Tripoli and granted a position in the Arab Socialist Union Organization. Attracts attention at the highest levels and is commissioned to form an international covert strike force. Travels extensively to Syria, Iran and Europe and has ties with the Action Directe, France, The ROSM, England and The Arab Brigade. He is a complex and charismatic man who may have ideas of a worldwide terrorist organization and is forming links between isolated factions.
Vine, Leo
Businessman – Alexandria, VA
5'10' / 190lb / Blk / Brn
Born Oct. 23, 1946, Los Angeles, Cal.
Burn scars on lower back.

Vogel, Todd
Tour Pilot – San Francisco, Cal.
6'1' / 190lb / Wht / Brn
Born Sept. 13, 1948, Harper, Kansas
Birthmark on left knee.

University of Southern California
ROTC 1964–68. Enlisted in the army
1968. Received special training
and was attached to military
intelligence in Saigon in 1969.
Involved in Classified Operations
Returned to the US for further
training 1974, posted to Manucua,
stationed in Caracas, Venezuela as
military attache. Kidnapped by
unknown leftist group and
tortured. Was released in trade
(classified). Retired in 1986. Owns
and runs an Audio Video store in
Alexandria.

Father was a stunt pilot and
barnstormer who taught Todd to
Sent to flight school to train as
helicopter pilot. Achieved an ace
class rating and the rank of
Corporal. Served in Vietnam as a
Huey Pilot 1967–69, decorated 5
times for bravery. Honorable
discharge 1970. Since his discharge
has had irregular employment.
Failed to qualify with Major Airlines.
Worked as a Pilot for the Wichita
Police Dept. in 1978. Was fired for
insubordination. No record 1980–90.
Currently flies helicopter
sightseeing tours around the bay
area.
White, Donna Leman
Publisher – Washington, DC
5’8”/125lb/Bld/Blu
Born Oct. 25, 1960, Georgetown, HD.
No distinguishing marks.

Woodhouse, Andrew John
Chief of Staff – The White House
5’10”/175lb/Blk/Blk


To the Special Investigator,

I will not say who I am, because I am a coward. But the whole world has been plunged into chaos and I must do something. Believe me when I say that everything is going to break loose if the people who did this are allowed to continue. You must find the truth! It's in the files. You may be the only one who can see it, but it's there. Look for it. I'm not crazy.

It's in the files!

Saduj